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preservation technique on viability of donated hearts. Isolated hearts, with the aortic root in situ were perfused in a Langendorff system with Krebs-Henseleit solution before randomising to either a 10- or 20-min preservation group or a 4-hr preservation group. Myocardial mechanical function was
measured using a micro-tip recording needle. All groups showed significant improvement in function between 5 and 60 min of reperfusion (pA Review of Lithium Ion Battery Safety--Current State and Future Perspectives. Lithium ion batteries have revolutionized the modern world by providing the
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Can you explain the meaning? A: The French word juste means "just", and is used in this phrase to mean "the most just thing to do" or "the most equitable thing to do". The word juste here is being used in the sense of "justifiable" or "justifiable thing". The phrase "coiffeur juste à la main" means exactly

that: the hairstylist is just that, a hairstylist with his or her hair just that way. To make a comparison, in English, we have the phrase "just a hit" which means exactly that, exactly that one got hit. In this sense, the sentence "The coiffeur juste à la main is a hairstylist who provides just a hit." in English
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as well. EDIT: I'm not sure what the story is with this "juste", though, I found it in the dictionary as follows: juste = judicious, fair, just (QC) juste a la main: judicious, fair (QC) Comparison of diagnostic accuracy of three CT systems for the detection of fat necrosis of the breast: a phantom study. To quantify
and compare the diagnostic accuracy of three helical CT systems for the detection of fat necrosis in the breast in an experimental setting. Fat necrosis is a common pathological finding at mammography. Helical CT is one of the most frequently applied imaging modalities in the breast. Three different CT
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